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Department of Bioengineering, University of Washington, Seattle, WashingtonABSTRACT The goal of the Dynameomics project is to perform, store, and analyzemolecular dynamics simulations of represen-
tative proteins, of all known globular folds, in their native state and along their unfolding pathways. To analyze unfolding simulations,
the locationof theproteinalong theunfolding reactioncoordinate (RXN)must bedetermined.Propertiessuchas the fractionofnative
contacts and radius of gyration are often used; however, there is an issue regarding degeneracywith theseproperties, as native and
nonnative species can overlap. Here,weused 15physical properties of the protein to construct amultidimensional-embedded, one-
dimensionalRXNcoordinate that faithfully captures thecomplexnatureof unfolding. TheunfoldingRXNcoordinates for 188proteins
(1534 simulations and 22.9 ms in explicit water) were calculated. Native, transition, intermediate, and denatured states were readily
identiﬁedwith the use of this RXN coordinate. A global native ensemble based on the native-state properties of the 188proteinswas
created.Thisensemblewasshown tobeeffective for calculatingRXNcoordinates for foldsoutside the initial 188 targets.TheseRXN
coordinates enable, high-throughput assignment of conformational states, which represents an important step in comparing protein
properties across fold space as well as characterizing the unfolding of individual proteins.INTRODUCTIONAs with any reaction, protein folding/unfolding progresses
through multiple (e.g., native, transition, intermediate, and
denatured) states. The process by which the protein travels
from the unfolded state to the native state is one of the
most important problems in molecular biology. How
does a seemingly disordered chain of amino acids self-
associate to form its three-dimensional (3D) native struc-
ture? Protein folding and unfolding molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations are becoming quite common, as there
is currently no experimental technique that can reveal the
level of atomic detail and dynamics modeled in such simu-
lations. Due to timescale limitations (microseconds or
less), however, the study of protein folding by MD simu-
lations is limited to small proteins. Fully solvated, thermal
denaturation simulations offer an attractive alternative
because they describe the unfolding pathway of a protein,
occur on a computationally reasonable timescale (nanosec-
onds), and have been shown to be reversible (1,2), that is,
the unfolding pathway mimics the folding pathway in
reverse.
A major difficulty in analyzing unfolding and folding
simulations is determining the position of the protein along
the reaction coordinate (RXN). RXN coordinates are often
calculated using one or two properties. The radius of gyra-
tion, Ca root mean-squared deviation (RMSD), and fraction
of native contacts (Q) are frequently used (3–6); however,
these properties can lead to degeneracy. For example,
compact unfolded structures with a low radius of gyration
confound the use of such global metrics to track progressSubmitted November 6, 2009, and accepted for publication February 17,
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0006-3495/10/06/2671/11 $2.00(Fig. 1). Furthermore, two structures may have the same
number of contacts, but one can trade native for nonnative
contacts during unfolding.
Consequently, describing the folding/unfolding reaction
by means of individual global properties can be misleading
and may not reveal the full complexity of the process. To
address this issue, we developed a simple but robust
approach to more faithfully represent the folding/unfolding
process. In previous work (7–9), we developed a property
space-based description of the unfolding process com-
prised of analytical and physical properties derived from
the time-dependent Cartesian coordinates of the protein.
Boczko and Brooks (3) developed a similar metric for
protein A. The general idea is to filter out the data from
MD simulations and reduce the information to a set of
properties that capture the important features of the unfold-
ing process while creating a simple but informative
multidimensional-embedded, one-dimensional (1D) RXN
coordinate. Here, we generalize and apply our method to
1534 simulations of 188 proteins (22.9 ms in explicit
water) from our Dynameomics database (10–12). These
188 proteins represent 181 structurally different metafolds,
which in turn represent ~67% of all structures (10) in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB).
To develop a more comprehensive property-space
description of unfolding, we selected various properties,
such as the helical and b-structure content, core RMSD,
solvent-accessible surface area (SASA), for the particular
protein system being investigated. In investigating the un-
folding of the engrailed homeodomain (EnHD; PDB ID:
1enh), we considered 32 properties and found that 10 of
these properties were sufficient (9). Our application of the
property-space method to this much larger set of 188 proteins
revealed that 15 of the 32 general properties capture the maindoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.02.048
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FIGURE 1 Degeneracy in the use of single properties to describe RXNs.
Structures taken from an unfolding trajectory of Fyn SH3 (one at 57 ps and
one at 27,961 ps) both report a Ca radius of gyration of 11.1 A˚. Using this
metric, the separation between native and nonnative values is not always
distinguishable.
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proteins. The 1D RXN coordinate we define is derived
from these 15 properties.
To validate our RXN coordinate, we investigated
a number of proteins whose transition-state (TS) ensembles
have been identified through protein engineering and
V-value techniques (13). In the past 15 years, our laboratory
has validated MD simulations of protein unfolding by
predicting experimental F-values using MD-derived TS
structures identified through a conformational clustering
technique employing multidimensional scaling (MDS)
(14–20). Here, we compare our new RXN coordinate
method with our MDS representation of the all-versus-all
Ca RMSD matrix, in which structures along the unfolding
trajectory are compared with each other. Although the
MDS method generally works well, it is subjective, and it
can be difficult to pick the TS ensemble when the protein
unfolds rapidly or the denatured state remains very compact.
We used both methods to identify TS ensembles for these
188 proteins and compared our MD-derived TS ensemble
using the two different methods with experimental F-values
for five of these proteins for which F-values are available
(FKBP12, a-spectrin SH3, Fyn SH3 domain, engrailed
homedomain, and immunity protein 7 (Im7)). Having vali-
dated both methods for TS ensemble assignment, we pro-
ceeded to assign TS ensembles for the unfolding simulations
in our Dynameomics database (10–12) in a high-throughput
fashion.
We also performed a principal component analysis (PCA)
on our multiproperty description of the unfolding process,
which is another way to filter high-dimensional data into
a simple and descriptive 2D or 3D representation (7). These
representations of the underlying property space data reveal
clusters of time points with similar overall properties. Of
importance, both methods provide a means of comparingBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681multiple trajectories and allow important unfolding species
along the RXN coordinate to be identified, which ultimately
is the purpose of a good RXN coordinate (21). The unfolding
trajectories of different folds can also be compared with one
another. Given that the 188 Dynameomics proteins used in
this study represent 67% of the known globular proteins
(10), we also tested whether the native-state properties of
these proteins could be used to create a global, general native
ensemble that could serve as a reference for other folds for
a general RXN coordinate for protein folding.MATERIALS AND METHODS
MD simulations
The MD simulations were performed using in lucem molecular mechanics
(ilmm) (22) following the Dynameomics protocol described by Beck et al.
(10). Each of the 188 proteins (see Table 1 of Beck et al. (10)) was subjected
to at least one native-state 298 K simulation of at least 31 ns, and five to eight
simulations at 498 K, with two of these simulations being at least 31 ns long.
Structures were saved every 0.2 ps for the shorter runs and every 1 ps for the
longer simulations. We considered a standard set of 32 analyses for each
simulation. All calculations were carried out on simulation data (coordinates
and results of analyses) and stored in our Dynameomics database
(http://www.dynameomics.org).Property-space analysis
Fifteen of the 32 analytical properties calculated as standard for all Dynameo-
mics targets (10) were included in the property space: native contacts, nonna-
tive contacts, radius of gyration, end-to-end distance, main-chain SASA,
side-chain SASA, polar SASA, nonpolar SASA, main-chain polar SASA,
main-chain nonpolar SASA, side-chain polar SASA, side-chain nonpolar
SASA, total SASA, fraction of helix, and fraction of b. SASAwas calculated
according to the algorithm of Lee and Richards (23) with a probe radius of
1.4 A˚. The 15 properties were chosen so that there would beminimal compar-
ison to a reference structure (e.g., Ca RMSD and CONGENEAL scores (24)
were discarded because they are relative to the starting structure), and protein-
wide descriptors were preferred over residue-wide (e.g., V and j angles) or
atomic-level descriptors. It was necessary for the properties to be general
enough to be applicable to all the protein metafolds within the 188 proteins
so that the general features of the RXN coordinate could be determined.
The 15 properties were compiled from each simulation of a particular
protein. Each of the properties was then normalized by the range of values
across all of the protein’s simulations. A table was created and stored in
the Dynameomics database (11) for each protein, its associated simulations,
and its 15 normalized properties.
We calculated the distance in property space (dprop) between two struc-
tures (i and j) using the data in the aforementioned table, in a C# stored
procedure we call the Comparator, by the following equation:
dprop ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ai  aj
2þ bi  bj2þ.:Ni  Nj2
Np
s
(1)
where Np is the number of properties, and a, b, etc. are different normalized
properties.
For every structure in the unfolding simulations, we calculated dprop to
every structure in the native reference (the average dprop is the mean distance
to reference). This calculation was repeated for each structure in the 498 K
simulation. A histogram was calculated from all of the mean distances,
resulting in a 1D RXN coordinate.
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clustering
TS ensembles were identified from unfolding simulations through confor-
mational clustering (25,26). For each unfolding simulation, the Ca-RMSD
was calculated between all structures in the first 2 ns (2000 structures per
simulation). Next, MDS of the resulting matrix was performed to reduce
the data to three dimensions. We visually inspected the 3D representation
to identify the exit from the first (and presumably) native-like cluster. The
exit from the first cluster and the preceding 5 ps were designated as the puta-
tive TS ensemble (Fig. 2 a).
TS assignments from the RXN coordinate
Once the 1D RXN coordinate has been calculated, the histograms are used to
define the TS ensemble region. For all the trajectories, there is a clear distinc-
tion in the RXN coordinate between the native reference and denatured
species (Fig. 2 b). The TS ensemble region is defined as those structures in
the unfolding trajectory that do not overlap the native reference and are
contiguous in time in the first valley after the native state and before the dena-
tured state. In practice, the valley has a minimum distance to the reference
greater than the maximum distance from the native-state simulation. The
maximum distance to reference for the valley is identified from the histogram
(Fig. 2 c). The distances are converted to time points in the trajectory, and the
earliest contiguous time points are then defined (structures are defined as
contiguous if they are within 10 ps) as the TS ensemble. One can also deter-
mine the TS ensemble from the approximate free-energy RXN coordinate by
picking structures that are in the region leaving the native state and cross the
free-energy maximum of the RXN coordinate (Fig. 2 d).
PCA
PCA was also used to reduce the dimensionality of the property space for
a particular protein (typically five simulations per protein). PCA was run
on each set of simulations and the associated normalized properties, as
described by Kazmirski et al. (7). Projections of the first two or three prin-
cipal components (PCs) reveal clusters of structures that can be attributed to
the different species along the unfolding pathway. PCA was run in Mathe-a
c
b
dmatica (27) using a Java database connection, developed in-house, to the
Dynameomics database (11). This analysis requires a data matrix with
each column containing one of the 15 properties and each row representing
a different time point in the simulation. The data matrix used for this analysis
contains all the property values for each time point for the 298 K simulation
and each of the 498 K simulations. Typically, loadings are calculated, and
these are the coefficients of an eigenvector that reflect the contribution of
the original variables to the vector. PCA was run over a data matrix from
all the 298 K and the longer 498 K simulations.
Global native-state ensemble
A global native-state ensemble was created from the native-state simulations
of the 188 proteins. Several properties had to be scaled so that they could be
comparable between proteins; for example, the number of native contacts
was converted to the fraction of native contacts, and SASAs were scaled
by the number of residues. Once scaled, the properties were normalized
by the range of values in both the 298 K and 498 K simulations for all
proteins. RXN coordinates were then calculated for both of the longer
(31 ns) unfolding simulations for all 188 proteins using the global ensemble
as a generic native-state reference. In creating this global RXN coordinate,
we chose the largest distance to the reference to represent the most denatured
protein in our set. Hence, we could evaluate the extent to which other unfold-
ing simulations unfolded relative to this reference to determine whether they
needed to be run longer, or they had substantial amounts of residual structure
in their denatured states. These RXN coordinates were then compared with
RXN coordinates originally calculated using a protein’s own native-state
simulation as a reference. To improve the efficiency of the calculation, the
sampling of the composite global native ensemble was reduced from 1 ps
to 100 ps granularity. Since these were native-state simulations, the granu-
larity could be reduced with little effect on the overall average properties.
To ensure that the full features of the rapidly changing unfolding RXN coor-
dinates were captured, a 1 ps granularity was maintained. A number of other
proteins that were not in the original set of 188 proteins were also compared
with the native reference. To achieve this, the properties were scaled by the
number of residues (when appropriate). The scaled properties were then
added to the pool of 298 and 498 K properties created by the 188 proteins,
and the entire set of properties was normalized by the range of each property.FIGURE 2 TS identification methods for Fyn SH3. (a)
The 3D MDS representation of the Ca-RMSD all-versus-
all space of the first 2 ns of a representative unfolding
simulation. Each point represents a structure from the simu-
lation, and the distance between two points is proportional
to the Ca-RMSD between the two structures. The native
cluster is colored red and the TS is shown. (b) Histogram
of the native state and the same unfolding simulation shown
in panel a. The native state is colored in red. The 498 K
simulation is colored in green. The TS ensemble is identi-
fied as the valley between the native and denatured regions.
The TS time points identified from conformational clus-
tering are shown as magenta triangles. (c) Zoomed-in
view of the TS valley shown in panel b to better show the
population in the valley. For comparison, the magenta trian-
gles show the positions of the TS identified through MDS.
(d) Approximate 1D free-energy RXN coordinate calcu-
lated by taking the negative natural log (ln) of the count
at each mean distance to the reference bin.
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a2674 Toofanny et al.The unfolding trajectory was then compared with the generic pooled native
state, as described above. For those proteins not in the 188 representatives,
single protein RXN coordinates were also calculated, i.e., the unfolding
trajectories were compared with their own native simulation as a control.
We carried out this procedure to show that the native ensemble of this set
of 188 proteins captured the features of the native state in general.bRESULTS
Previous works using property space-based descriptions of
the unfolding process have successfully identified unfolding
species (7–9), but the method has only been applied to five
proteins. Here, we used a property space composed of
15 general properties to construct a 1D RXN coordinate for
1534 simulations of 188 proteins. The mean property-space
distance to reference histograms for each simulation were
also calculated, resulting in 1534 RXN coordinate profiles.
When we compare the histograms of the 15 properties for
one 498 K run of the Fyn SH3 domain and its native-state
simulation (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material), certain
properties show no distinction between the native and nonna-
tive simulations (e.g., the fraction ofa-helix, polar SASA, and
side-chain polar SASA). Conversely, the remaining proper-
ties show at least some distinction between the native and
nonnative conformations. As expected, those properties that
show a distinction between conformations are the most
heavily weighted components in the PCA (Table S1).c
FIGURE 3 General RXN for protein unfolding derived from 188 proteins.
(a) Mean distance histogram from the pooled data of 188 proteins and 1534
simulations. Native-state simulations are shown in red and 498 K simula-
tions are shown in green. (b) Free-energy profile calculated by taking the
negative log of the 298 K and 498 K counts of the mean distance to the refer-
ence. (c) Contour plot of PC1 and PC2 space for all 188 protein simulations.Generalized RXNs
Data from all of the RXN coordinates were compiled for an
overall view of the 188 proteins (Fig. 3 a). The overall histo-
gram has a distinct native peak (dprop < 0.1), a low-popula-
tion TS region (dprop ¼ 0.1–0.25), and a denatured-state
region (dprop > 0.25). Obviously, it is possible that compila-
tion of these data may mask some of the finer details
observed for individual simulations; indeed, the histogram
in Fig. 3 a contains >22.9 ms of data, or 2.29  107 indi-
vidual data points. Fig. 3 b contains the corresponding
free-energy map over both the 298 K and 498 K simulations.
As expected, the TS is higher in free energy than both the
native and denatured states.
In Fig. 3 c a contour plot is generated from a 2D histogram
plotting PC1 against PC2 for the normalized properties of all
188 proteins at 100 ps granularity. The plot can be broken
down into three regions of interest: the native-state
ensemble, TS, and denatured-state ensemble. All states are
distinguishable even though they were constructed from
1534 simulations. The native state generally occupies
a smaller region of PC1 and PC2 space than the much
broader denatured-state ensemble. Table S1 shows the load-
ings of each property in the first three PCs and the percentage
of the variance captured. The first two PCs captured 77% of
the variance and 83% over the top three. To capture 92% of
the variance, the first five PCs are required. The loadings in
the first PC for nonpolar SASA, side-chain nonpolar SASA,Biophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681total SASA, main-chain SASA, side-chain SASA, native
contacts, and main-chain nonpolar SASA are all high and
approximately equal (50.9), indicative of a high correlation
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tion, fraction of b-sheet, nonnative contacts, and fraction of
a-helix are the next-highest loadings, whereas the side-chain
polar SASA and end-to-end distance have very low loadings,
indicative of a low correlation with the original variables,
and are of low importance.
TS assignment and comparison with experimental
F-values
We identified TS ensembles usingMDS and the RXNmethod
from unfolding simulations for 188 proteins and good exper-
imental data available for five of them (FKBP12 (PDB ID:
1fkb), a-spectrin SH3 domain (PDB ID: 1shg), Fyn SH3
domain (PDB ID: 1shf), engrailed homeodomain (EnHD;
PDB ID: 1enh), and the immunity protein Im7 (PDB ID:
1unk)). We assessed the amount of structure at each residue
over the identified TS ensemble in each simulation by calcu-
lating the S-values (15). S-values are a product of two terms,
S2 and S3, that measure local secondary and tertiary
structure, respectively. S2 is the fraction of native secondary
structure. S3 is the ratio of the number of contacts in the TS
ensemble versus the number of contacts in the reference struc-
ture.We also calculated the average S-value across all simula-
tions of the same protein. The structures in the TS ensembles
are heterogeneous,with an averageCaRMSDof3.495 0.52 A˚
across different simulations of the same protein. All sets of
S-values were compared with the available experimental
F-values. For each protein, we considered only F-values
with aDDGD-N> 0.7 kcal/mol and conservative hydrophobic
mutations. We considered only one F-value at each residue
position and discarded negative F-values. The correlation
coefficients between S- andF-values are reported in Table S2.
Fyn SH3 domain
The TS ensembles picked from the Fyn SH3 domain simu-
lations using both MDS and the RXN coordinate show
excellent agreement with the experimental F-values (28),
with correlation coefficients > 0.90 (Table S2). The loca-
tion of the MDS TS ensemble picks falls within the TS
valley (Fig. 2 c). The TS ensemble picked by MDS over-
laps the RXN time window. Both the MDS and RXN
coordinate TS ensemble structures show a loss of structure
in the terminal strands (Fig. S2 a).
We used PCA to reduce the 15-dimensional data to
a comprehensive and quantitative description of the unfolding
trajectory. Projecting the first two PCs for native and 498 K
simulations of Fyn SH3 (Fig. 4 a) shows that the protein
has two well-defined states: when the protein is native-like,
it is located within the native cluster; it is then in a broad
but transiently populated region (TS ensemble) before it
enters the very broad and heavily populated denatured state.
A comparison with the 1D RXN coordinate (Fig. 4 b) leads
to the same underlying observation: the protein is native-
like before it enters a TS region with dprop ¼ 0.12–0.28, andafter the TS, the protein enters the denatured state. Represen-
tative structures are shown in Fig. 4 c. A RXN coordinate was
also constructed from the fraction of native contacts (Q) and
radius of gyration (Fig. 4 d) to compare with the 1D and 2D
RXNs derived from the 15 properties (Fig. 4, a and b). A
comparison of Fig. 4, a, b, and d, suggests that the different
approaches are in agreement.
a-Spectrin SH3 domain
Another member of this fold family, a-spectrin SH3 domain,
showed poor agreement between the S- and F-values (29),
with correlation coefficients of 0.27 and 0.09 for the RXN
and MDS methods, respectively (Table S2). Experimentally,
Fyn and a-spectrin SH3 domain share lowF-values in the N-
and C-terminal strands and medium to high F-values in the
other three strands. The exact location of highF-values varies
in each protein. A single unfolding trajectory, run 3, showed
good agreement (R ¼ 0.70) with experiment for the MDS
method (Table S2). There ismore heterogeneity in thea-spec-
trin SH3 domain MD-derived TS structures than in the Fyn
SH3 structures. Consistently, a-spectrin SH3 loses structure
in strand 5, the C-terminal strand, similar to Fyn SH3 domain.
However, structure is also frequently lost in themiddle strands
(2 and 4) in TS structures of a-spectrin SH3 domain. We
attempted to increase the correlation with experiment by
choosing earlier TS time points using both MDS and the
RXN coordinate methods, or using theMDS cluster identified
in run 3 to guide the choice of clusters in the other unfolding
runs, but these approaches were unsuccessful.
Immunity 7 protein
In contrast to Fyn SH3, the projections of the first two PCs of
the colicin e7 immunity protein (Im7; Fig. 4 e) indicates that
there are three well-defined species (native, intermediate, and
denatured states), which are also evident in the 1D RXN
coordinate (Fig. 4 f). This observation is in agreement with
experimental evidence for an on-pathway intermediate (30).
Good agreement with experimental F-values (30) was
also obtained for the MD-derived TS ensemble of Im7 using
both the RXN coordinate and conformation clustering methods
(Table S2). The TS ensemble time windows from MDS and
RXN coordinate overlap in three of the eight unfolding
trajectories (Table S2). For the other five unfolding simula-
tions, whereas the MDS TS time fell outside the first contig-
uous time range, the dprop of the MDS TS time points fell
within the RXN coordinate TS valley. Both MDS and
RXN coordinate TS structures show deformity in helix 2
and loss of structure in helix 3 (Fig. 4 g). S-values and
F-values are both highest in the C-terminal helix (Fig. S2 b).
We also selected structures from the intermediate cluster,
as shown in Fig. 4 e, and calculated S-values to compare
with the experimental VI-values (30). The correlation was
R ¼ 0.55. Representative structures for these states are
provided in Fig. 4 g. In the second TS ensemble, there isBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681
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FIGURE 4 PCA and 1D projections of unfolding simula-
tions of Fyn SH3 and Im7. (a) Contour plot of the projec-
tions of PC1 and PC2 from the PCA of the 15 properties
of the unfolding (498 K run 1) and native simulations of
Fyn SH3. Unfolding ensembles are highlighted. (b) 1D
RXN coordinate for the same simulations of Fyn SH3 as
in panel a, with the native state, TS, and denatured state
highlighted. (c) Representative structures from the unfold-
ing of Fyn SH3. (d) Contour maps of Q versus radius of
gyration for the native state and unfolding simulation of
Fyn SH3. A two-state process is clearly defined here,
comparable to the observation in both the 1D RXN coordi-
nate (b) and projections of PC1 and PC2 (a). (e) A contour
plot of the projections of PC1 and PC2 from the PCA of the
15 properties for the same simulations of Im7 as in panel e.
Unfolding ensembles are highlighted. (f) 1D RXN coordi-
nate for the unfolding (498 K run 1) and native simulations
of Im7. (g) Representative structures from the unfolding of
Im7 with the native state (with annotated helices), TS1,
intermediate state, TS2, and denatured state highlighted.
The intermediate state is in agreement with experiment
and shows loss of packing of helix 3 with helices 1 and
2. (h) Contour maps of Q versus radius of gyration for
the native state and unfolding simulation of Im7. Using
these measures, the process appears to be a two-state one.
However, the 1D RXN coordinate (f) and the projections
of PC1 and PC2 (e) indicate that it is a three-state process.
2676 Toofanny et al.overlap between the intermediate and denatured states. A
RXN coordinate constructed of the fraction of native
contacts (Q) and radius of gyration is shown in Fig. 4 h.
As with Fyn SH3, this RXN coordinate contains two well-
defined and highly populated regions indicative of the native
and denatured states based on Q and radius of gyration. This
projection (Fig. 4 h) does not agree with our PCA projections
and the 1D RXN coordinate (Fig. 4, e and f), or with exper-
iment, all of which indicate that there is a well-populated
intermediate.
FKBP12
For FKBP12, the initial comparison between S- andF-values
(17) from TS ensembles identified by conformational clus-
tering had a correlation coefficient of 0.54 (Fig. S3).However,
the initial conformational clustering TS ensemble time points
fell outside the ensemble identified from the RXN coordinateBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681and outside the TS valley. Clustering over a shorter time span
(500 ps versus the original 2 ns) for each unfolding simulation
helped to reveal earlier, previously hidden clusters in the 3D
projection from conformational clustering (Fig. S3 b). TS
ensembles identified from these earlier clusters gave better
agreement with the experimental data (R ¼ 0.70; Table S2).
In all eight simulations, the MDS TS time points fell within
the RXN coordinate TS valley.
Engrailed homeodomain
The correlation between the average S- andF-values (18) for
EnHD using the RXN coordinate and conformational clus-
tering methods was 0.33 and 0.28, respectively. However,
as we previously reported (31), S-values do not always
correctly represent the amount of structure present in loop
regions of the protein, and this is a known problem with
EnHD. The issue is that although side-chain interactions are
Reaction Coordinate for Protein Folding 2677often maintained, S2-values are usually very low because of
theirmore dynamic character. TheF-values probe differences
primarily in side-chain interactions. Therefore, we used only
S3-values for residues in loops, with the exception of residue
Y25, which maintains contacts in the simulation TS ensem-
bles but deviates from the native backbone (f, j) angles.
With this combination of S- and S3-values, the correlation
coefficients increase to 0.71 and 0.75 for the RXN and confor-
mational clustering methods, respectively (Table S2 and
Fig. S4). The MD-generated TS structures maintain the
helical content, but helix 3 pulls away from the core.
Dynameomics targets with F-values not
considered
F-Values are available for three other proteins in our Dyna-
meomics set: CheY (32), ubiquitin (33–35), and the ribo-
somal protein S6 (36). CheY has a complicated unfolding
pathway, as determined from experiment, where the reported
F-values and the major TS ensemble may be after the inter-
mediate on the unfolding pathway. Additional work is
needed to fully compare our CheY simulations with available
experimental data. Inconsistent experimentalF-values for S6
and ubiquitin obtained by different laboratories make it diffi-
cult to compare results from simulation and experiment.
Single-residue positions of ubiquitin with different mutations
show a wide range of F-values (33–35). S6 has a different
pattern of F-values under different experimental conditions
(36). Since the experimental F-values are a moving target,
these two cases are not good for validation purposes.Determining RXN coordinates using the global
native ensemble
Vav SH3 domain
We sought to determine whether the native-state properties
of the 188 proteins could serve as a reference for other folds,
i.e., whether we could define a global native-state ensemble.
This putative global native-state ensemble was constructed
as a reference and the RXN coordinates were calculated for
all 188 proteins. To illustrate the results, projections of Fyn
SH3 and Im7 are provided in Fig. 5, a and b. This approach
is in contrast to the procedure described above in which the
protein’s own native-state simulation was used as the refer-
ence. The RXN coordinate was also calculated for a number
of proteins that were not in the original set of 188, and hence
not in the general native-state reference.One of these proteins,
Vav SH3 (PDB ID: 1gcp; not in the reference but still in the
fold list) is shown in Fig. 5 c. The aim here was to test the
generality of our RXN coordinate and determine whether it
is sufficiently all-encompassing and applicable to describe
the unfolding of other globular, monomeric proteins. Fig. 5 a
shows the 1D RXN coordinate determined for Fyn SH3
(498 K run 1), which is comparable to (albeit shifted from)
the 1D RXN coordinate that was calculated for Fyn SH3498 K run 1 using its own native state as the reference state
(Fig. 4 b). The main features of the RXN coordinate, namely,
a short-lived population of native protein and a TS region
before the denatured state, are captured. Fig. 5 b shows the
1D RXN coordinate determined for Im7 (498 K run 1), which
is comparable to Fig. 4 f. Again, the main features of the 1D
RXNcoordinate are captured. In Fig. 5 c the RXN coordinates
for two 498 K (a protein not in the global native-state
ensemble) are shown. Fig. 5 d shows the sameVav SH3 simu-
lations compared with the Vav SH3 native 298 K simulation
as the reference. Here, it is apparent that using both the global
native-state ensemble, of which Vav SH3 is not a member
(although SH3 domains are represented), and the Vav SH3
native-state simulation as the reference captures the same
unfolding features.Methane monooxygenase component B
We also examined the RXN coordinate for a protein that is not
part of the original 188 folds: methane monooxygenase
component B (MMcB; PDB ID: 2mob; rank 221 in our Dyna-
meomics 2003 fold list (37)). We also used the global native-
state ensemble as the reference in these calculations (Fig. S5 a)
and compared them with RXN coordinates calculated when
the unfolding trajectories were compared with their own
native-state simulations (Fig. S5 b). Again it is apparent that
the main features of the RXN coordinates are similar in
both, although the curves are shifted.DISCUSSION
Simple RXN coordinates based on two or fewer properties
are often inadequate for distinguishing between different
protein conformational states. Here we have described the
construction of a multidimensional-embedded, property-
space (15 physical properties of the proteins; Table S1)
RXN coordinate of the unfolding process, which we believe
provides a simple but more faithful and global view of the
unfolding process. These properties were monitored for
1534 simulations of 188 proteins representing distinct fold
families fromourDynameomics database (10–12).Unfolding
simulations for a particular protein were compared with its
native simulation, and the dpropwas calculated between every
structure in the unfolding trajectory and every structure in
the native ensemble. A histogram was then constructed
from the dprop, yielding a very simple RXN coordinate for
unfolding. Although the resulting 1D RXN coordinate is
simple, it captures the complexity of the process because
of the multidimensional-embedded properties. With this
method, the distinction between time points representing
native, TS, intermediate, and denatured state ensembles is
readily observable (Fig. 4 f).
We have introduced a new method for TS ensemble
assignment using a property-space-based 1D RXN coordi-
nate. Assignments made through the RXN coordinateBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681
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FIGURE 5 RXN coordinates derived using the general
native-state ensemble as a reference for property-space
calculations. (a) The 1D RXN coordinate of Fyn SH3
calculated using the general native-state ensemble shows
features comparable to those observed in Fig. 3 b. (b)
The 1D RXN coordinate of Im7 calculated using the
generic reference shows features comparable to those
observed in Fig. 4 d. (c) 1D RXN coordinate of vav SH3
calculated using the general native-state ensemble using
two 498 K trajectories. (d) 1D RXN coordinate of vav
SH3 calculated using the protein’s own native-state
ensemble.
2678 Toofanny et al.method are in good agreement with experimental data and
our previously established MDS method. For four proteins
in particular (engrailed homeodomain, Fyn SH3, Im7, and
FKBP12), the correlation is good. There is poor agreement
with experiment for the fifth protein, a-spectrin SH3, and
we have not been able to pinpoint the reason for this, i.e.,
whether there are problems with the simulations or the exper-
imental values.
The unfolding RXN coordinates for the 188 proteins were
compiled to create a global composite view of unfolding
(Fig. 3 a). Although the precise position of the TS region
for a protein is specific to that protein, compiling all RXN
coordinates shows that the TS region generally has dprop ¼
0.1–0.25. This observation also suggests that dprop < 0.1
for the native state and > 0.25 for the denatured state,
although more unfolded structures have dprop ~ 0.6. The
generality of this metric across such a wide variety of protein
folds suggests that it can be used in a predictive manner to
screen simulations.Biophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681We performed a PCA of the 15 properties, and this proved
to be a useful way to define unfolding species. With PCA,
the RXN is defined quantitatively based on the variance of
the properties and there is no bias toward certain user-defined
properties (although there may be bias in terms of which
properties are included in the first place). The loadings
derived from the PCA calculation describe the correlation
between the time-dependent variance of a property and
each PC. For example, for EnHD (a three-helix bundle),
the helical structure has a high loading (0.91), whereas the
b-structure term does not (0.05). It is important to look
at the percentage of variance captured in the first three
PCs, since these are the components that can be readily visu-
alized. Typically, the first two PCs account for at least ~75%
of the variance. We found that even 2D plots of the PCs can
be very helpful (Fig. 3 c). For the 188 proteins (Table S1),
five dimensions are required to capture 92% of the variance,
which is not trivial to visualize. The contour plot of PC1 and
PC2 space for all proteins (Fig. 3 c) shows a native region
Reaction Coordinate for Protein Folding 2679separated by a TS region before the broad denatured-state
region is entered. In property space, structures begin folding
in the denatured state with a large variance in properties.
Moving closer to the native state, the variance in properties
becomes smaller.
The fact that the property-space description includes very
general properties that are not necessarily protein-specific
may raise the question as to whether such properties can
capture the fine detail and features of a particular protein’s
unfolding. Indeed, it is true that for a more detailed analysis,
one should use more protein-specific measures. For example,
interhelical distances in EnHD can more precisely define the
structure, but they are not included in our RXN coordinate
because we want a general expression that covers all globular
protein folds. In this high-throughput method, the properties
appear to be descriptive enough to capture the general
features of unfolding. Furthermore, the scope of the proper-
ties is broad enough that even if a number of properties are
redundant, the remaining properties will capture the detail.
The property space we have created can also capture details
of the denatured-state ensemble, and in several cases we
observed potential intermediate states during unfolding.
For example, Im7 populates an intermediate state (Fig. 4,
e–g) in its unfolding, which is in agreement with experiment
(30). Furthermore, the MD-generated intermediate is consis-
tent with experiment: helix 3 is not docked to helix 1 or 2,
and there are many nonnative interactions. A number of
other proteins show a potential intermediate state. Using
just two properties does not always provide enough sensi-
tivity to detect intermediate states, as evidenced by the
failure of the radius of gyration and fraction of native
contacts to pick up the Im7 intermediate (Fig. 4 h).
The ability to distinguish between conformational states is
highly useful, and since the measurement in our RXN coor-
dinate is the mean distance to the native ensemble, we can
determine with a certain degree of confidence how native-
like a structure is. This becomes particularly useful when
studying temperature-quenched refolding simulations. For
example, we can use a more tailored RXN coordinate to
determine when EnHD refolds as high-temperature struc-
tures are quenched (M. E. McCully, A. R. Fersht, and V.
Daggett, unpublished). Using the 1D RXN coordinate, it is
trivial to determine when the protein becomes native-like,
as this is the region that is bounded in property space by
the properties of the entire native ensemble. In the EnHD
study, the property space is constructed from 35 properties
and includes properties specific to this system; in particular,
interhelical distances are sensitive metrics. Similarly, one
can determine structures that are native-like by inspecting
the first two PCs after PCA has been run over the prop-
erty-space matrix, since native-like structures will fall in
the native ensemble cluster. Both methods can be used for
scoring as an alternative to more traditional measures such
as Ca RMSD, which is not always robust and requires
knowledge of the target structure. Structures that arenative-like in property space (i.e., have properties that are
within the bounds of the native-state ensemble) are not
necessarily close to each other in Cartesian space. This effect
is also observed by real experimental probes, which tend to
report on the general properties of an ensemble of protein
molecules. Multiple conformational pathways may travel
the same pathway in property space. We can reduce the
degeneracy of the property space by including as many prop-
erties as possible, since structures with similar properties
should also be conformationally similar. A more realistic
representation of native-like structures would comprise
structures that are close to native-like structures but also
are close to each other in property space. Therefore, simula-
tions of protein folding could have an alternative end point:
to fold to a structure that is native-like in property space, and
thus capture the dynamic nature of the native state.
We validated our TS assignments using these RXN coor-
dinates by comparison with experimental V-values. For
FKBP12, Fyn SH3 domain, EnHD, and Im7, the correlation
is good. In an ideal world, we would be able to compare all of
the proteins in the set of 188 with experiment, but the exper-
imental data are not available.
An important goal of the Dynameomics project is to define
a general RXN coordinate based on information gleaned
from a huge set of protein simulations, as well as analyses
of those simulations and properties. Here, a global native-
state ensemble was created from the 15 aforementioned
properties for 188 proteins with distinct folds. Unfolding
trajectories were compared in property space with the global
native-state ensemble, and for proteins not contained in the
188 list, the global native-state ensemble recapitulated
the features seen when an unfolding trajectory was compared
with its own native-state simulation. Consequently, the
general global native reference can be applied to other
globular monomeric proteins outside of the existing 188
proteins. In some ways this is not so surprising, considering
that these 188 proteins represent 67% of all known protein
structures.CONCLUSIONS
Choosing an RXN coordinate for a complex process such as
protein folding is challenging. A good RXN coordinate
should be able to differentiate among unfolded, near-native,
and folded ensembles (9,21). The RXN coordinate described
here appears to be robust. We are able to distinguish unfold-
ing species with relative ease, and the TS ensembles agree
with experiment. We are now proceeding to assign TS
ensembles for all proteins in the Dynameomics database,
and have already begun to characterize the global properties
of this state (38).
The properties from which the RXN coordinates are
derived capture the general features of unfolding. We can
also assess when a structure becomes native-like, which is
particularly useful for studying simulations of refolding orBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2671–2681
2680 Toofanny et al.folding. The ability to assign structures in an unfolding trajec-
tory to conformational states is highly desirable, especially for
our large-scale, high-throughput Dynameomics endeavor.
Ultimately, the ability to distinguish and characterize the
overall properties of the states along the unfolding/folding
RXN coordinate should provide insight into the general
mechanisms of protein folding.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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